Indicative bidding is a practice commonly used in sales of complex and very expensive assets.
against the final rival bidders. As a result, other things equal, these high bid preparation costs reduce seller's expected revenue. 2 Furthermore, it may be that bidders with the highest ultimate valuation for the asset do not enter the auction for these reasons. 3 In contrast, with indicative bidding, bidders can at least make some relatively inexpensive calculations as to their likely value of the asset to inform their initial bids, and only when selected for the short list conduct the expensive asset valuation process under full knowledge that they have a reasonable chance of winning the item.
Despite the importance of indicative bidding, it has received little attention from auction theorists.
To our knowledge, Ye (2007) is the only attempt at analyzing indicative bidding theoretically. 4 One major result in Ye is that there does not exist a symmetric increasing equilibrium for indicative bidding.
Absent a symmetric increasing equilibrium, efficient entry is not guaranteed. That is, the most qualified bidders will not be reliably selected to be on the short list competing in the second-stage bidding. Given the widespread use of indicative bidding and the billions of dollars involved, this efficiency loss could be substantial. Ye (2007) identifies a number of alternative two-stage bidding procedures that, in theory at least, guarantee efficient bidding in the sense that the short list consists of those bidders with the highest preliminary (first-stage) valuations, while preserving the best properties of indicative bidding; namely, avoidance of the costly (thorough) asset valuation process for all but the short list of final stage bidders.
Most prominent among these is a uniform-price procedure in which first-stage bids are binding and 2 There is a growing literature on auctions with costly entry (see, for example, French and McCormick (1984) , Samuelson (1985) , McAfee and McMillan (1987) , Engelbrecht-Wiggans (1993), Levin and Smith (1994) , Ye (2004) , Pevnitskaya (2004) , Landsberger (2005) , and Gal et al. (2006) ). Taking costly entry into account, the analysis differs from the traditional auction analysis which in general assumes that the set of bidders is fixed, and the bidders are costlessly endowed with information (see, for example, Vickrey (1961) , Riley and Samuelson (1981) , Myerson (1981) , and Milgrom and Weber (1982) ). 3 For an overview on how important encouraging entry is, see, e.g., Klemperer (2002) . 4 A two-stage auction process similar to the one considered in our research is analyzed in Perry at al. (2000) , and
McAdams et al. (1999) . However, there are two major differences between their approaches and ours. First, they do not consider entry cost. Second, the first-stage bids in their setup are binding, as they serve as the minimal bid (reserve price) for second-stage bidding. Compte and Jehiel (2006) suggest a model with costly information acquisition to justify the use of two-stage auctions, but they also model binding, instead of non-binding first-stage bidding in their analysis.
Recent works on "qualifying auctions" by Boone and Goeree (2005) and Boone et al. (2006) are most closely related to indicative bidding modeled here. In their setting, bidders place non-binding bids and all but the lowest bidder are allowed to participate in stage two, which is a standard second-price auction augmented with a reserve price. Note that again, their model is different from ours mainly because they do not consider entry cost.
establish an entry fee (the highest rejected first-stage bid) for those bidding in the second stage. This alternative two-stage bid process is relatively simple and is, arguably, the "fairest" of the possible first-stage selection processes as all entrants pay the same second-stage entry fee, a very appealing characteristic.
The experiment reported here compares this uniform-price, two-stage bid process with indicative bidding. Experiments are a particularly appropriate tool here for two reasons. First, the non-existence of a symmetric increasing equilibrium for indicative bidding does not necessarily lead to inefficient entry; it merely says that efficient entry is not guaranteed. As such one can use laboratory experiments to see how far actual behavior deviates from the efficient outcome. 5 Second, the fact that the uniformprice, two-stage bid process yields fully efficient outcomes in theory is no assurance that it will do so in practice, as considerable prior experimental research has demonstrated. 6 As such it is relevant to compare outcomes from indicative bidding with some alternative, and presumably superior, bidding mechanism as opposed to some idealized outcome.
Our experiment shows that indicative bidding performs as well as the alternative bid process in terms of efficiency. This results from two factors: (1) there is sufficient heterogeneity (or random variation) in first-stage bids under the uniform-price process to destroy 100% entry efficiency and (2) under indicative bidding there is a clear tendency for first-stage bids to reflect first-stage (preliminary) valuations so as to induce fairly high entry efficiency. Further, indicative bidding does better on other dimensions; most importantly, indicative bidding yields higher average profits and fewer bankruptcies than the alternative two-stage process in the initial auction periods as there is systematic overbidding in stage one early on under the alternative bidding process. Although the higher revenue is good for sellers in the short run, the bankruptcies clearly indicate the greater difficulty bidders have early on with the uniform-price two-stage process. Should these problems carry over to field settings they could destroy the long run viability of the alternative mechanism.
From a broader perspective our results suggest a trade-off between types of mechanisms: One with clear equilibrium predictions insuring efficiency in theory, but which is relatively complex for bidders.
The other with no clear equilibrium prediction but with relatively simple rules. 7 Game theorists would 5 This corresponds to using experiments as a "wind tunnel" against which to evaluate a proposed mechanism (see, for example, Plott, 1987) . 6 The considerable body of experimental research on auctions has yet to identify a mechanism that insures, in practice, 100% efficiency (see, Kagel, 1995 , for a review of the experimental auction literature). 7 The entry fee in the uniform-price auction is endogenously determined by the first-stage bids; while under indicative bidding it is given exogenously. Other things equal, a fixed entry fee makes planning easier than one that varies randomly.
naturally favor a mechanism with clear equilibrium predictions, assuming very sophisticated bidders.
However, full rationality should only be expected in situations with a relatively easy-to-follow equilibrium. Play in the first stage is quite complicated under the alternative two-stage process considered here, as well as other possible alternatives to indicative bidding. In such contexts, a mechanism with relatively simple rules, though absent a clear equilibrium outcome, may be more desirable. This, in conjunction with the relatively high efficiency achieved under indicative bidding compared to these alternative processes, may provide an explanation for the widespread use of indicative bidding. 8 This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes the theoretical framework. Section 3 describes our experimental design and procedures. Section 4 analyzes the data and presents our main results. We compare indicative bidding with the uniform-price two-stage process in terms of entry efficiency, first-and second-stage bidding, and auction payoffs including entry fees, bidders' profit, and seller's revenue. Section 4 also provides a robustness check of efficiency under indicative bidding, comparing entry efficiency against a two-stage bid process with discriminatory bidding in stage one.
Section 5 concludes. All equilibrium bid functions and equilibrium payoffs are derived in the appendix.
Theoretical Considerations
There is a single, indivisible asset for sale to N potentially interested buyers (firms). Values are revealed in two stages. In the first stage, each potential buyer obtains a preliminary estimate, X i , of the value of the asset. The X i 's are independent draws from a distribution with CDF F (·). Bidder i knows its own X i but not its competitors' (denoted as X −i ). In the second stage, by incurring an entry cost c, each second-stage bidder obtains an updated estimate of the value of the item, S i = X i + Y i , where the Y i 's are independent draws from a distribution with CDF G(·). 9 For ease of analysis, we assume that X and Y are independent, and the density function of X, f (·) is continuous and strictly positive on its
The sale of the asset proceeds in two stages. Bids in the first stage can be binding or non-binding.
With indicative bidding, the first-stage bids are non-binding. Note that indicative bids are not cheap talk, as bidders entering into the second stage incur costs to determine their updated values for the asset. Under the alternative bid process considered here, first-stage bids are binding, with all the bidders Further discussion of the greater simplicity of indicative bidding is reserved for the concluding section of the paper. 8 In this same spirit also see Kagel and Levin (2006) , whose experimental results suggest a trade-off between the simplicity and transparency of a mechanism and the strength of its solution concept for less than fully rational agents.
9 This is the case of entry with private value updating. In Ye (2007) entry with common value updating is also considered.
selected to bid in stage-two paying an entry fee equal to the highest rejected stage-one bid, and those not making it into the second stage pay nothing. 10 Since this alternative process selects stage-two finalists based on a uniform-price procedure, we will often refer to it as the uniform-price scheme or procedure.
Based on the first-stage bids, the highest n bids are selected to bid in stage two, where n is announced by the auctioneer prior to bidding in the first stage. Upon being selected, the n + 1st highest first-stage bid (the highest rejected bid) is announced to the n second-stage bidders. 11 Each stage-two bidder incurs a cost c to learn Y i . Then they engage in a final first-price sealed-bid auction to determine who wins the item.
Throughout we will focus on efficient entry in which n bidders with the n highest first-stage values are selected to bid in the second-stage auction, where n is pre-announced. 12 The importance of efficient entry can be seen from the value function S i . Since the first-stage signal enters the total value function in an additive way, the higher the first-stage signal, the more likely that the bidder is to end up with a higher total value. 13 To guarantee efficient entry, the bid function in the first stage must be symmetric and strictly increasing in x ∈ [x,x] (almost everywhere). Note that a weakly increasing bid function is not sufficient to guarantee efficient entry. For brevity of exposition, we refer to the symmetric increasing equilibrium as the pure symmetric equilibrium in which each bidder bids according to a strictly increasing first-stage
In what follows we use X j;n to denote the jth highest value among all n draws of X, and X j;−i to denote the jth highest value among all draws of X except X i . In addition letX i be the first-stage signal (value) of bidder i who has succeeded in making it into the second stage, andŜ i =X i + Y i be the total value for bidder i.
Since the highest rejected first-stage bid is revealed to all second-stage bidders, assuming efficient en- 10 That is, under the alternative process bidders bid for the entry rights first, then they bid for the asset after being selected for the final stage. 11 There are variations regarding the revelation of the first-stage bids in practice. We consider revealing the highest rejected bid in our model so that each final bidder enters the second stage with identical beliefs about the first-stage observations. 12 More formally, efficient entry involves an optimal number of stage-two bidders that maximizes the expected revenue.
The optimal number of n is investigated in Ye (2007) , but in the experiment the focus is on efficient entry conditional on n, which may not be the revenue-maximizing number of final bidders. try, payoff equivalence holds among the second-stage standard auctions including first-price and secondprice auctions. As a result, bidder i's expected profit from the second-stage auction conditional on being the marginal entrant is given by:
The major results regarding indicative bidding and the uniform-price procedure can now be stated.
The proofs can be found in Ye (2007) .
Proposition 1 Under the indicative bidding mechanism, no symmetric increasing equilibrium exists such that each bidder bids according to a strictly increasing function in the first stage.
The intuition for this non-existence result can be understood as follows. Suppose everyone but bidder i bid according to a strictly increasing bid function B(·). Consider the marginal effect of varying bidder i's bid. This marginal effect is not zero only in the event that bidder i is the marginal entrant, i.e., when x i = X n;−i . In such an event, the expected gain from bidding in the second-stage auction is EΩ(x i ), while the loss is the entry cost c. So in equilibrium
Since this condition holds only for bidder "types" (X i 's) with probability measure zero, no symmetric increasing equilibrium exists. Absent a symmetric increasing equilibrium, efficient entry is not guaranteed. 14 However, when EΩ(x) is strictly increasing, it can be shown that there exists a unique symmetric increasing equilibrium under the uniform-price scheme.
Proposition 2 Under a uniform-price scheme, there exists a unique symmetric increasing equilibrium if EΩ(x) is strictly increasing in x. The unique symmetric increasing equilibrium bid function is given by:
The intuition is clear. The first order condition (FOC) (2) cannot be balanced under indicative bidding since first-stage bids are non-binding and entry cost c is positive. However, under the alternative bid procedure, first-stage bids are binding, which opens up the possibility to restore the incentive compatibility condition. Specifically, under a uniform-price auction, in equilibrium bidders will submit a bid equal to the expected gain from entry conditional on being the marginal entrant, which gives rise to the equilibrium bid function (3).
Note that entry may be subsidized or even taxed under the uniform-price procedure. Let b c be the "adjusted" entry cost (for the bidders) after a subsidy is provided or a tax is imposed. In this case, the entry cost c in the equilibrium bid function (3) should be replaced by the "adjusted" entry cost b c.
Experimental Design and Procedures
Each experimental session started with two auction markets with six bidders each (N = 6) operating simultaneously. Between 14 and 16 subjects were recruited for each session, with the extra subjects acting as standbys in any given auction. 15 In each auction subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two auction markets, with members of the stand-by group guaranteed to be assigned to active bidding status in the next auction. In case of bankruptcies, the number of subjects in the stand-by group was decreased, with only one auction market in operation (with N = 6) in case where the number of bankruptcies resulted is fewer than 12 eligible bidders. Sessions lasted for two hours and, with one minor exception, each had 25 auctions played for cash. 16 drawn, and were either 500 or 1500 with equal probability. 17 This particular information structure permits analytical solutions for the equilibrium bid functions and equilibrium payoffs (see the appendix for detailed derivations).
The essential difference between indicative bidding and the alternative bid procedure is that under indicative bidding stage-two bidders each pay a fixed entry cost (c) to evaluate the asset but no entry fee based on first-stage bids. In contrast, under the alternative procedure, stage-two bidders must pay the asset valuation cost (c) plus an endogenously determined entry fee defined on the basis of the stage-one auction rule. In order to simplify the experimental procedures, the only fee stage-two bidders pay under the alternative bid procedure is the endogenously determined entry fee. That is, the seller effectively subsidizes all the asset valuation costs (c) under the alternative bid procedure. Although the primary reason for this is to simplify the experimental procedures, this simplification does not affect equilibrium outcomes. Ye (2007) shows that any level of subsidization for c (including the full subsidization employed in our experimental design) will not affect equilibrium outcomes (the expected revenue to the seller, and the expected profit to the bidders, etc.). Had we maintained the asset valuation cost for the alternative procedure we would have had to distinguish between two "costs" of entry -namely the entry fee coming from the highest rejected stage-one bid and the asset valuation cost. By eliminating the asset valuation cost for the alternative procedure, we can use exactly the same language under both procedures (by referring to "entry fees" in both cases).
Before submitting their first-stage bids, subjects could see on their computer screens their first-stage values (X i ) and the values of N and n. Also shown on each bidder's screen was the possible total value a bidder would have if they were bidding in stage two. Although this is easy enough to calculate, we wanted to make sure bidders were cognizant of their potential total value when formulating their stage-one bid. In indicative bidding sessions subjects also saw the fixed entry cost c. After the firststage bids were collected, bidders were told if they were eligible to bid in stage two, and all bidders in all treatments were told the third-highest (the highest rejected) stage-one bid. Record sheets were provided for subjects to record this information along with their bids and the auction outcomes in an effort to provide all bidders with some idea of the likely entry fees they would have to pay for the right to bid in stage two under the uniform-price mechanism. Prior to submitting their stage-two bids subjects were informed of their stage-two values (Y i ) and their total values (which were calculated by the computer automatically), and the stage-two entry fee/cost. At the end of the auction, the price of the item (the highest stage-two bid) was reported back to all active bidders in that market, with no information provided regarding the high bidder's valuation or the second-highest bid. 18 First-stage bids were restricted to be non-negative, with second-stage bids restricted to be no less than 1, 000, the lowest possible stage-two value (S i ). This restriction on second-stage bids effectively imposes a reserve price at the minimal possible total value.
At the beginning of the experiment each subject was given an initial cash balance of 1, 000, with auction earnings and entry fees/costs added to or subtracted from this starting cash balance. Subjects were paid their end of experiment balances in cash under the conversion rate of 1 experimental dollar equal to $0.03.
Each session began with instructions which were read out loud to subjects, with copies for them to follow along with as well. 19 This was followed by three dry runs. Subjects who went bankrupt were no longer permitted to bid and were dismissed from the session. All subjects were paid a $6 participation fee (including the bankrupt bidders) along with their end of experiment cash balance.
Subjects were recruited through e-mail solicitation from a database consisting of the several thousand students enrolled in economics classes at the Ohio State University for that quarter and the previous quarter. Subjects were only allowed to participate in a single experimental session, although they may have had experience with other experiments.
It is shown (in the appendix) that the equilibrium expected entry fee is 196.5 under the uniform-price procedure. To preserve the comparability, we choose a fixed entry fee of 200 for the indicative bidding treatment. Table 1 shows the experimental treatment conditions along with the number of subjects who started each session. There were three indicative bidding (IB) sessions and three uniform-price (U) sessions.
Also shown are the number of auctions completed with two markets running simultaneously and the number of bankruptcies in each session.
Observation 1 Bankruptcies are a more common problem under the uniform-price procedure than under indicative bidding.
The most obvious manifestation of the higher bankruptcy rate under the uniform-price procedure is the raw numbers averaging 7 subjects per session compared to 3.3 under indicative bidding. These differences are statistically significant using subject as the unit of observation (Z = 2.29, p < .05, twotailed Mann-Whitney test) or using session values for the frequency with which subjects went bankrupt (p < .10, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test). This also shows up in terms of the number of auctions in which two markets operated simultaneously, which lasted for all 25 auctions under indicative biding in almost all cases, but for a maximum of 13 auctions with the uniform-price procedure. Given that most of the bankruptcies occurred early in the uniform-price case, and in keeping with common practice in the experimental literature, in what follows we will distinguish between early auctions (1-12) where subjects are still learning and later auctions (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) where the most inept bidders have been eliminated and remaining bidders are well along in the learning process.
First-stage Bids and Entry Efficiency
The primary motivation for examining alternatives to indicative bidding is that the latter cannot guarantee, in theory, efficient entry into the second stage, whereas the alternative bidding procedure can.
Thus, the question to be answered in this section is how actual efficiency compares across auction institutions. Table 2 reports entry efficiency under both auction institutions. Three efficiency measures are reported: the first is the frequency with which the bidders with the highest and second highest stageone values (X 1;6 and X 2;6 ) entered the second stage. The second is the frequency with which the bidders with the highest or the second highest stage-one values (X 1;6 or X 2;6 ) entered the second stage. These frequency measures are "rough" since they account only for who gets into the second stage, but not for the loss of efficiency associated with lower valued bidders getting into the second stage. The third efficiency measure calculates the ratio of the sum of the first-stage values for those actually entering the second stage divided by the sum of the highest two first-stage values. This is the conventional efficiency measure employed in the experimental auction literature (referred to as the ratio efficiency in the table).
With the exception of the first two measures in the second uniform-price session (U2), all of the efficiency measures in all sessions are increasing with experience between auctions 1-12 and 13-25.
And even in this exceptional case the conventional ratio efficiency measure increases between auctions 1-12 and 13-25. Furthermore, although the average frequency with which bidders with the highest and second-highest first-stage values entered stage two is relatively low in both treatments (30.4% and 21.5% overall for the indicative bidding and uniform-price treatments respectively), they are significantly higher than one would expect if stage-one bids were strictly random (6.7%). Most importantly, looking at overall averages between treatments, with the exception of the standard ratio efficiency measure for auctions 1-12, efficiency is higher under indicative bidding than under the uniform-price procedure.
These differences are, however, quite small so that it comes as no surprise that for all three efficiency measures we are unable to reject a null hypothesis of no difference in efficiency between treatments at anything approaching conventional significance levels (using Mann-Whitney tests with auction outcomes as the unit of observation).
Observation 2 Efficiency is generally improving with experience and clearly beats random bidding under both procedures. Overall efficiency measures tend to be a bit higher under indicative bidding than the alternative procedure, but none of the differences approach statistical significance at conventional levels. Thus, we conclude that indicative bidding does as well as the alternative bidding procedure in generating entry efficiency. 20 Looking at auction periods 1-12, rank order correlations are higher under indicative bidding than the uniform-price procedure in 10 of the 12 periods, which is statistically significant at the 10% level using a two-tailed sign test. However, in periods 13-25 average rank order correlations by auction period are higher as often under indicative bidding as under the uniform-price institution (7 out of 13 periods). Thus, in terms of the monotonicity of first-stage bidding, indicative bidding does better than the uniform-price scheme early on in the bidding process, with the two essentially tied after that. 21 20 That is, for each auction market we calculate the relevant correlation coefficient first. We then average across markets for a given auction period. Thus, for example, the data reported for period 4 under IB represents the average of six auction markets (2 for each session times 3 sessions). 21 Under both procedures, we occasionally got negative rank order correlations in a particular auction. These are usually swamped by positive correlations in other auctions for the same auction period. This did not happen in period 25 in the uniform-price case where there were only two auctions -one with a negative rank order correlation of -0.580 and the other with a positive rank order correlation of .314. Larger negative rank order correlations than this can be found in other auctions. These much larger than predicted entry fees contributed substantially to the high bankruptcy rates under the uniform-price procedure.
Individual Subject Stage-One Bid Patterns
The efficiency data reported above relates to market measures of entry efficiency. The data leaves unanswered the question as to individual subject bid patterns that give rise to these efficiency measures.
That is, what are the underlying rules of thumb bidders use to produce better than random entry into stage-two under indicative bidding? What are the individual subject bid patterns that result in less than the predicted full efficiency under the uniform-price procedure? 
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+ represent bids less than or equal to 1,500; × indicate bids greater than 1,500. Subject designation is as follows: xSyy where x is a session number (1-3) and yy is the subject number within the session. The second column of Figure 1 provides three examples of this type of bidding. Note that in these cases bids above 1,500 are usually well above 1,500; e.g., subject 1S09's bids above 1,500 are all 99,999 or higher. The third category (15.9%; 7 out of 44) essentially employs an increasing bid function over lower stage-one valuations, followed by relatively high bids for higher stage-one values (bids great than 1,500).
The third column of Figure 1 provides examples of this type of bidding. These three types of bidding account for 70.5% of all the first-stage bids. The remaining bidders cannot be easily classified. Some have essentially flat stage-one bids while others are scattered with no particular pattern. Examples of these types are provided in the last column of Figure 1 . While the categories specified here require some subjective interpretation, they do categorize sensible clusters of rules of thumb for stage-one bidding that together serve to produce better than random entry into stage two. 
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Subject designation is as follows: xSyy where x is a session number (1-3) and yy is the subject number within the session. show considerable heterogeneity, the alternative two-stage procedure fails to achieve the 100% efficiency that the theory (unrealistically) predicts.
Observation 4
We identify three main rules of thumb individual subjects employ which serve to produce the better than random entry into stage two reported for market outcomes under indicative bidding.
Further, there are a sufficiently large number of subjects employing essentially flat or scattered stage-one bids, along with sufficient heterogeneity between those subjects with increasing bid functions, such that the alternative two-stage procedure fails to achieve the 100% efficiency that the theory predicts. Table 4 reports random effect estimates of second-stage bid functions for the two treatments. We have normalized the bid functions to set the origin equal to zero (to account for the minimum bid requirement of 1,000). 22 We employ as explanatory variables bidders' total value in stage two (the sum of their stage-one and stage-two values, S i ) and the highest rejected stage-one bid. Total value in stage two is relevant because stage two bid functions should be monotonically increasing in S i . The highest rejected stage-one bid is included because it is relevant for the uniform-price procedure. 23 We include it for the indicative bidding case as well for consistency. We also tried regressions with total value squared included, but this variable failed to have any systematic effect in both treatments and are not reported.
Second-Stage Bidding, Bidder Profits, and Seller Revenue
We report second-stage bid functions for the data as a whole, as well as for auction periods 1-12 and 13-25 separately.
The first thing to note is the large improvement in R 2 for both treatments between auctions 1-12 and 13-25, reflective of a tightening of the variance around the coefficient values particularly with respect to the intercept of the bid function for the indicative bidding case. 24 22 That is, we have subtracted 1,000 from all bids and all values in the regressions. 23 In the theory, in equilibrium bidders are able to deduce the stage-one value underlying the highest rejected stage-one bid which, in turn, is relevant to the stage-two bid function (see the appendix). Although our subjects are clearly not in equilibrium under the uniform-price mechanism, we still test to see if this variable has any implications for behavior. 24 We have not estimated equilibrium second-stage bid functions for the uniform-price case as these are highly non-linear which makes them difficult to estimate and they would be misspecified as subjects are clearly not in equilibrium. The regressions reported provide a reasonable fit to the data especially for the later auction periods. We conduct simulations to estimate the R 2 under the specifications reported in the text but with simulated bidders employing the equilibrium bid functions (4) and (5 indicative bidding. However, with the highest rejected stage-one bid variable the coefficient is negative 25 The minimum bid requirement precludes bidding below 1, 000 in an effort to avoid losses. For indicative bidding there were 11 cases with S i < 1, 200 in stage two (out of a total of 296 stage-two bids) so that S i − c < 1, 000. In 10 of these cases subjects bid the minimum of 1,000, thereby suffering losses.
in sign and statistically significant for the pooled data across all treatments, and for auctions [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] where the coefficient value is negative and is statistically significant at the 10% level in a two-tailed test. 26 The negative sign for the entry fee variable has minimal impact on average second-stage bids since with its inclusion the intercept of the bid function becomes positive and the coefficient for total value increases a bit. 27 The theory implies that the highest rejected stage-one bid will be positive in sign at lower stage-one values (S i ≤ 2, 000) and can possibly (but not necessarily) be negative in sign for S i > 2, 000. But this is true only in equilibrium, and we already know from the efficiency data that bidders are relatively far from equilibrium. As such we look elsewhere for a possible explanation for the statistical significance of the entry fee variable in the uniform-price case. One possibility is suggested by results from coordination games (games with multiple Pareto ranked equilibria) in which the imposition of an entry fee affects which equilibria subjects will coordinate on, with higher entry fees reliably inducing Pareto improving (i.e., more profitable) equilibria in the coordination game itself (Van Huyck, Battalio, and Beil, 1993;
Cachon and Camerer, 1996). Cachon and Camerer's experiment indicates quite clearly that subjects in these coordination games take account of the entry fees, employing a "loss-avoidance" selection principle in making their choices in the coordination game, and expecting others to do the same. Applying this principle here, higher entry fees in the uniform-price auctions induce bidders to lower their bids in the second stage in an effort to avoid losses, with some confidence that their second-stage rival will do the same, as the entry fees are common and publicly known.
Observation 5 Second stage bid functions are monotonically increasing in total value as they should be, with slopes well below 1.0 in both treatments. The highest rejected stage-one bid is statistically significant in the uniform-price procedures suggesting that bidders are attempting to avoid possible losses associated with higher entry fees in this case. 26 In the uniform-price case, the slope of the equilibrium bid function should be close to 1/2 (see (5) in the appendix).
It is straightforward to verify that from Table 4 , the slope is indeed not different from 1/2 for the pooled data and for auctions 1-12 at the 5% significance level (and for auctions 13-25 at the 10% significance level). 27 For the uniform-price auctions there were a total of 30 cases with S i ≤ 1, 500, in 22 cases of which subjects would have had to bid below 1,000 to avoid losses. In 3 out of these 22 cases subjects bid the minimum of 1,000. Thus, in this case at least, a majority of subjects appear to have ignored sunk costs in stage-two bidding, as indeed they should. Table 5 reports average profits of stage-one bidders, average profit for the winning stage-two bidder, entry fees, and seller revenue under the two treatments. The first thing to notice is that average bidder profits are negative in both treatments and negative for all time periods. Furthermore, although these losses are minimal for the indicative bidding treatment, they are quite large early on for the uniformprice treatment averaging -77.3 for auctions 1-12. The large losses in this last case are directly accounted for by the much higher than predicted entry fees which averaged 528.5 for auctions 1-12 as opposed to the 196.5 predicted. In both treatments, and in all time periods, the winner of the second-stage auction earned positive average profits after accounting for entry fees. However, these profits were not enough to compensate for the fact that under the auction rules both stage-two bidders pay entry fees. These negative average profits account for the bankruptcies reported under both treatments. Furthermore, the much larger early losses under the uniform-price treatment account for the heavy early attrition under that treatment.
A closer look at the profit data shows that for the indicative bidding treatments, when bidders with the highest or second-highest stage-one values got into stage two they earned positive average profits, regardless of whether they won or not. In contrast, bidders getting into stage two with lower stage-one values earned relatively large negative profits, in large measure because they were much less likely to win Seller revenue is higher under the uniform-price auctions compared to indicative bidding in periods 1-12, primarily as a result of the much higher than predicted entry fees. But they are lower than indicative bidding in periods 13-25, even though entry fees are higher than predicted, and higher, on average than under indicative bidding. 29 This results from the less aggressive bidding in stage two in 28 We need to simulate the stage-two values for those stage-one bidders who would have gotten into stage two but did not. Results for the uniform-price case are robust to including or excluding the entry fee variable in the estimated bid function.
the uniform-price auctions (see Table 5 , especially the differences in the estimated coefficient for total value). Finally, average revenue is quite close to predicted revenue for the uniform-price auctions in periods 13-25, even though entry fees are higher than predicted.
Indicative Bidding versus a Discriminatory-Price Procedure
In evaluating the efficiency of the indicative bidding we have focused on a uniform-price first-stage auction procedure, in large measure because we believe that its common entry fee for bidding in stage two is likely to make it the most acceptable of possible alternatives to indicative bidding. Be that as it may, one might argue that given the difficulties a number of subjects have with respect to secondprice and uniform-price auction procedures that we have stacked the deck in favor of showing good, or even superior, efficiency properties under indicative bidding. 30 As such we conducted two additional sessions employing the same experimental procedures and subject population as reported on above with the exception that the first-stage auction employed a pay-what-you-bid (discriminatory-price) auction procedure. 31 As with the uniform-price procedure, the discriminatory-price auction generates, in theory at least, fully efficient entry into stage two. Furthermore, after taking into account possible risk aversion on the part of bidders, in single-stage private value auctions, pay-what-you-bid auctions have been shown to conform reasonably closely to Nash equilibrium bidding theory. Observation 7 A robustness check shows that entry is as efficient, if not more efficient, under indicative bidding compared to a discriminatory first-stage auction procedure.
Discussion and Conclusions
We experimentally investigate indicative bidding, a widely used mechanism for selling high-priced items in field settings. Theoretical analysis of indicative bidding shows that efficient entry cannot be guaranteed, as there is no symmetric increasing equilibrium in which more qualified bidders necessarily submit higher bids in the indicative bidding stage. However, the question that the theory begs is how well does indicative bidding actually perform in practice given the availability of alternative mechanisms that, in theory at least, can achieve 100% efficiency? That is, have field practices settled on an inefficient mechanism with reduced seller revenue in the face of readily available alternative selling mechanisms that promise superior efficiency as well as increased revenue for the seller? Our experiment yields an unambiguous answer to this question: In practice indicative bidding yields efficiency levels that are the same, if not better, than two alternative bidding practices that promise both higher efficiency and higher seller revenue. This occurs both early on when bidders are adjusting to the more complicated alternative bidding procedures as well as after bidders have gained experience, with a number of bidders having gone bankrupt and are no longer bidding.
One natural question that our results beg is that of external validity. That is, are we right to try and extrapolate results from laboratory experiments with undergraduates to field settings with highly motivated business people in high stakes environments who have at their disposal expert advisers? The answer is no, we cannot extrapolate directly. Rather, what our results do is to show that indicative bidding has the same level of efficiency as opposed to at least two plausible alternatives to it. This puts the burden of proof on those who believe that indicative bidding promotes inefficient entry in field settings to provide evidence to support their case and/or to suggest problems with the internal validity of our results.
In extrapolating results from the laboratory to field settings one also needs to look at the mechanism underlying the laboratory results. Is the same, or a similar, mechanism likely to be present in field settings as well? We believe the answer is yes in this case. The mechanism promoting the relatively high efficiency levels observed in our experiment is the one in which bidders with higher stage-one values can anticipate positive average profits, while those with lower stage-one values earned negative average profits. A similar mechanism for promoting respectable entry efficiency can be expected to operate in field settings since, in addition to possibly earning negative profits as a result of unwise entry, bidders in field settings have alternative income earning opportunities to pursue with their limited resources which should discourage bidders with low stage-one values from bidding very aggressively.
Our results highlight a potential trade-off between different types of mechanisms: Those with relatively simple rules but less clear, or weaker, equilibrium outcomes, and those with relatively more complicated rules but clear underlying equilibrium outcomes. While game theorists are properly concerned with the existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium, selecting a mechanism based only on its underlying equilibrium properties can be misleading. For a mechanism to work in practice, simplicity and transparency are as important, if not more so, than equilibrium considerations.
What precisely underlies the greater simplicity of indicative bidding over the alternative bidding mechanisms employed here? To answer this we first introduce a definition for complexity against which to compare the different mechanisms. A quick look at the literature shows a large number of definitions for measuring complexity. 32 One definition that seems appropriate to our situation is: "The difficulty of making correct predictions about its environment (measured by its error rate) for an agent using the best model it can infer from the information available to it given its computational resources" (Edmonds, 1997) . Applying this definition to the present study, the endogenously determined entry fee under the uniform-price procedure would qualify as more complex, due to its inherent variability, compared to the exogenously determined fixed fee under indicative bidding. 33 Under the discriminatory-price procedure 32 Just search under "measuring complexity" on the Internet. bidders determine the entry fee with their first-stage bids. However, these first-stage bids are binding, which requires a rather complicated backward induction calculation to determine the equilibrium firststage bid. In contrast, under indicative bidding the entry fee/cost for each entrant is fixed and known with certainty. Although stage-one bids remain non-trivial under indicative bidding, as the existence of a sensible equilibrium is an open question, we believe that the fact that the stage-one bidding does not directly impact the entry fee simplifies the stage-one bidding strategy.
Our analysis has focused on efficiency comparison between indicative bidding and the uniform-price procedure, as this would appear to be the relevant and fully efficient auction benchmark for situations where indicative bidding is applied in practice. As noted, a uniform-price procedure would seem to be "fairer" than a discriminatory-price procedure, with the fairness issue becoming more important the higher and more disparate the first-stage bids. But this begs the question as to why we do not compare indicative bidding to a benchmark based on a single-stage procedure where bidders simultaneously and independently make their entry decisions. 34 The answer is that for the type of assets in question, this is not a practical procedure as there may be constraints on how many bidders can be admitted to the due diligence process. For example, in the electrical generating asset sales, the seller may need to consider how many data rooms can be provided (a capacity constraint), or there may be security concerns about information leakage if too many or the wrong bidders are admitted to the due diligence process. The two-stage auction procedure (indicative bidding or the alternative mechanisms considered in our paper) solves this problem by selecting a targeted number of bidders for the final auction.
Our results provide a possible explanation for why indicative bidding is so commonly used, despite the lack of a clear equilibrium solution. The mechanism design problem in auction settings with costly entry is not easy, as the optimal auction in general should not include all the bidders in the final sale. But how to pre-select the most qualified bidders is not trivial. Theoretical analysis reveals that non-binding bidding in the first stage results in the non-existence of a symmetric increasing equilibrium. Therefore, to restore incentive compatibility, it is necessary to make the first-stage bids binding. Bidding for entry rights with entry fee payments is a natural way to solve the problem. No doubt the analysis here has not exhausted the possible alternative bid procedures promising full efficiency, but we conjecture that the rules of the two alternative institutions employed here are among the simplest within the class of selling mechanisms that require binding first-round bidding. Thus, if these alternative bid procedures 34 More specifically, in the single-stage benchmark the bidders make entry decisions simultaneously and independently based on their stage-one signals. Once they decide to enter, each bidder incurs an entry cost c and learns her stage-two signal. Finally, the entrant bidders bid for the asset in a standard sealed bid auction. fail to exhibit advantages over indicative bidding, there is good reason to appreciate indicative bidding.
It is certainly not perfect, but the present results indicate that it works well enough relative to viable and somewhat more complicated alternatives.
Appendix: Equilibrium Analysis under The Uniform-Price Procedure
In this appendix we will derive the equilibrium bidding function in the uniform-price procedure. In what follows we assume that X's are drawn from [L, H] uniformly, and Y takes value either H (with probability p) or L (with probability 1 − p). We define D = H − L to be the spread between the first-stage value upper bound and lower bound. In our experimental design, L = 500, H = 1, 500 (the value spread D = 1, 000), and p = 1/2.
First-stage Bidding Functions
Given our specific information structure, for a marginal entrant (say bidder i) to win the object, it must be the case that she will obtain a "high" signal (Y i = H) and all the other entrant bidders obtain "low" signals; otherwise bidder i (the lowest bidder to enter stage two) can never become the highest final bidder to win the object. Thus bidder i's expected gain from winning the second-stage auction conditional on being the marginal entrant is
where E denotes the index set of final bidders.
Since
we have 
The equilibrium range of first-stage bids under a uniform-price auction is thus [125, 250] .
Expected Entry Fee Payment
Now we consider the expected total entry fee payment in equilibrium. According to the uniform-price scheme, each entrant bidder pays entry fee ϕ U (X n+1;N ) in equilibrium. The total expected entry fee payment is thus given by By the entry fee equivalence (Ye, 2007) , the total expected entry fee payment is the same under a discriminatory-price scheme.
Second-stage Bidding Function
Now we consider the second-stage bidding (under a first-price auction).
Suppose the first-stage signal possessed by the highest rejected bidder is x * (this can be inferred from the highest rejected bid, assuming that a strictly increasing bid function is employed in the first stage). WriteŜ * = X + Y where X ≥ x * . ThenŜ * i is the total value for the entrant bidder i assuming efficient entry. It can be easily verified that under a first-price auction in symmetric IPV setting, the equilibrium bid function B(s) = E(Ŝ * 1;−i |Ŝ * 1;−i ≤ s), that is, the equilibrium bid for bidder i equals the expected value of the object for her conditional on her being the highest bidder. 
Equilibrium Payoffs
It can be shown that revenue equivalence holds in this two-stage auction environment (see Ye for a proof). LetŜ 1;n andŜ 2;n be the highest and second highest total value among all entrant bidders.
Then by the revenue equivalence, the expected revenue to the seller is given by ER = EŜ 2;n + EM − nc That is, the seller's expected revenue is the sum of the expected winning bid amount and the expected total entry fee payment subtracted by the total entry cost. Note that the seller bears the total entry cost indirectly in equilibrium.
The total expected profit to the bidders is given by EΠ = (EŜ 1;n − EŜ 2;n ) − EM
The term in bracket is the usual private information rent to the winner. So the bidders' total expected profit is their private information rent subtracted by the expected total entry fee payment.
Note that the collection of endogenous entry fee serves as the rent extraction scheme in our design.
